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ABSTRACT

Despite the fact that traffic engineering techniques have been comprehensively utilized in the past

to enhance the performance of communication networks, the distinctive characteristics of Software Defined

Networking (SDN) demand new traffic engineering techniques for better traffic control and management.

Considering the behavior of traffic, large flows normally carry out transfers of large blocks of data and

are naturally packet latency insensitive. However, small flows are often latency-sensitive. Without

intelligent traffic engineering, these small flows may be blocked in the same queue behind megabytes

of file transfer traffic. So it is very important to identify large flows for different applications. In the

scope of this paper, we present an approach to detect large flows in real-time without even a short delay.

After the detection of large flows, the next problem is how to control these large flows effectively and

prevent network jam. In order to address this issue, we propose an approach in which when the controller

is enabled, the large flow is mitigated the moment it hits the predefined threshold value in the control

application. This real-time detection, marking, and controlling of large flows will assure an optimize usage

of an overall network.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Studies [1] have shown that in data networks

the majority of flows tend to be short, whereas the

majority of packets belong to a few long-lived

large flows. The short flows (small flows) are usu-

ally referred to latency-sensitive, bursty applica-

tions, such as VoIP and search results, whereas

the long-lived flows (large flows) are often large

transfers like back-end operations or backups.

The small and large flows phenomenon has been

treated as an issue for network performance.

Network resources are utilized depending on the

constraints and requirements of a particular appli-

cation. Large flows have the tendency to fill net-

work buffers end-to-end and bring in substantial

delay to the latency-sensitive small flows that in

fact share the same buffers with large flows. This

gives rise to the degradation of network perform-

ance. Furthermore, currently used hash-based

multi-path routing techniques used in data net-

works can possibly hash various large flows onto

one same link, whereas leaving other links free and

causing lower quality network usage [2].

Therefore, it will be much suitable to deal with

large flows differently than small flows. In order

to this, detection, marking, and signaling of ex-

istence of large flows is required. Then with SDN,

a traffic engineering module at the controller level

can be informed to route large flows properly.
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Fig. 1. Software Defined Networking (SDN) Stack.

Generally, the detection of large flows can be at-

tained by means of periodically polling, such as

Hedera [3]. The Hedara technique makes use of the

five-second polling period. This degree of gran-

ularity gives rise to probable network congestion

between polls. Since existing fast data networks

are equipped with 10Gbps or even faster links, the

possibility of dropping many packets between poll-

ing intervals because of late detection of large

flows is too high. Also, there is a possibility that

a short-lived large flow will stay in an unwanted

path during its entire existence.

In this paper, we achieve the detection and mark-

ing of large flows in SDN systems using sampling

technology, sFlow [4]. SDN systems make use of

OpenFlow and sFlow enabled switches with an ad-

vanced software-based centralized controller [5]

which enables network engineers to examine, pre-

dict, and regulate the behavior of the transmitted

data. sFlow based sampling technology requires

these OpenFlow switches to send samples of all

flows to traffic analysis tools, such as sFlowTrend,

sFlow-RT [6], Ganglia etc., which then determines

the existence of large flows based on the samples.

In our proposed approach, SDN control applica-

tion detects large flow and configures the virtual

switch to mark its packets. Basically, the sFlow-

RT controller receives a stream of sFlow measure-

ments from the virtual switch and rapidly detects

large flow in real-time and notifies the control

application. The control application, by means of

OpenFlow controller, instantly sets up an Open-

Flow rule that matches the flow and directing the

switch to mark the flow by assigning the IP type

of service bits. By doing so, the traffic upstream

of the switch will contain large flow being identi-

fied and marked, while small flows will be left

unmarked.

The remainder of the paper is organized as

follows. An overview of sFlow technologies in re-

lation with flow detection and marking is provided

in Section 2 and Section 3. In Section 4, the system

model is presented. In Section 5 and Section 6,

large flows detection and marking, and large flows

mitigation achieved from the proposed approach

are explained respectively. The paper is concluded

in Section 7.

2. FLOW DETECTION BASED ON sFLOW 

STANDARD

In order to communicate with the sFlow ana-

lytics engine, such as sFlow-RT [6], switches are

configured to use sFlow protocol in the control

plane. In addition to that, switches are also con-

figured to use OpenFlow protocol to communicate

with OpenFlow controller like OpenDaylight [7] or

Floodlight [8] in the control plane. Control plane

software like OpenFlow controller and sFlow use

Open Northbound APIs to offer control function-

ality and summary statistics to SDN applications,

e.g. DDoS Mitigation, Load Balancer, and Large

Flow Marking etc.

As shown in Fig. 1, the OpenFlow protocol en-

ables SDN controller to interact with forwarding

plane and make adjustments to the network, such

as gathering information of a network of switches

and configure the forwarding trend of these

switches. A graph based model of the network and

an advanced routing algorithm to determine the

flows path through the network is built by SDN
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Fig. 2. sFlow Agent Embedded in Switch/Router.

controller. The OpenFlow protocol then adds the

flow paths determined by the controller to the for-

warding tables of the switches [8]. The sFlow

standard is implemented in the switches/routers

using a separate Application Specific IC (ASIC)

which enables to continuously monitor application

level traffic flows at wire speed on all interfaces

simultaneously. sFlow and OpenFlow together

provide an integrated flow monitoring system in

which the OpenFlow controller can be used to de-

fine the flows which are to be monitored by sFlow.

Furthermore, metrics from sFlow can be used as

feedback by an SDN application to control the for-

warding behavior in the switches.

The sFlow Agent is a software process that

runs as part of the network management software

within a device as shown in Fig. 2. It couples flow

samples and interface counters into sFlow data-

grams that are sent through the network to a

sFlow collector. Sampling of packets is in partic-

ular carried out by the switching/routing ASICS,

giving wire-speed performance. The condition of

the forwarding/routing table entries attached with

each sample packet is also recorded [9].
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Fig. 3. sFlow Agents and Collector.

3. sFLOW SAMPLING TECHNOLOGY

From wide range of devices, such as physical

switches, virtual switches (OVSes), hosts, etc.,

traffic samples can be collected using sFlow. It is

possible to configure sFlow monitoring on all in-

terfaces of the device with little overhead. The

sampling rate for each link can be determined ac-

cording to the monitoring policy.

Random sampling is performed by sFlow agents

in network devices according to the already set

sampling rate. It is, therefore, possible to use them

to monitor high speed networks with considerable

accuracy. The sampled data is sent as UDP packets

to the specified host and port where sFlow collector

software computes summary statistics and possi-

bly display the result graphically [8].

Fig. 3 shows the basic elements of the sFlow

system. sFlow Agents throughout the network

continuously send a stream of sFlow Datagram to

a central sFlow collector where they are analyzed

by an analytics engine to produce a rich, real-time,

network-wide view of traffic flows [9].

In order to process sFlow packets received from

the network, an extensively used tool named

sFlow-RT [6] is used. It offers real-time monitor-

ing ability into Software Defined Networks.

sFlow-RT sits in the control plane of the SDN

stack. It changes the datagram received into sum-

mary statistics or actionable metrics on the flows

as specified by the user. A set of packets with a

common property constitutes a flow of traffic

known as the flow key which is observed within

a period of time. Fields from the packet header

usually specify the flow key. These fields can be

IP source and destination addresses and TCP/UDP

port numbers. Metrics which are programmatically

approachable through Northbound APIs are usu-

ally represented as flow names. Any computer lan-

guage that supports HTTP request messages

(Python, Java script, Perl, bash etc.) can be used

to fetch metrics from sFlow-RT. Since JSON en-

coded text based results can be easily read and

broadly supported by programming tools, sFlow-

RT statistics can be fetched in JSON format.

4. SYSTEM MODEL 

Our system model is based on a testbed using

free Mininet network emulation software. Mininet

uses Linux containers and Open vSwitch to allow

realistic virtual networks of hosts and switches to

be constructed using a virtual machine [10].

Since the default behavior of the Floodlight

OpenFlow Controller is to offer elementary con-

nectivity which can be selectively overridden using

the Static Flow Pusher API, so it was selected for

the testbed. By doing so, simple performance opti-

mizing applications can be developed since they do

not require to be concerned with sustaining con-

nectivity and are open to emphasis on implement-

ing optimizations. Besides, in order to collect sFlow

samples and to implement large flow marking ap-

plication, sFlow-RT controller is used.

As shown in Fig. 4, the system model consists

of a linear topology with four virtual switches.

Each virtual switch is connected to a single host.

Moreover, each virtual switch is further connected

to Floodlight OpenFlow Controller and sFlow-RT

controller. sFlow is configured on each switch to

capture packets according to a specified sampling
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Fig. 4. System Model.

Fig. 5. Flows Definition.

Fig. 6. Threshold Values for Large Flows.

rate. Samples are sent in the form of measurement

datagram by each switch or agent to sFlow-RT

which is real-time analytics engine. The stream of

measurement datagram received from sFlow in re-

al-time is processed by sFlow-RT which then

provides real-time summary statistics to control

application through northbound REST APIs.

Flows have to be defined in order to get them

detected and marked accordingly. A flow is defined

using name, keys, value, and optionally filter at-

tributes. Fig. 5 shows the large and small flows

defined in our Java Script developed control appli-

cation for flows detection and marking. The filter

for small flows has been set to IP TOS value of

00000000 (decimal 0), whereas the filter for large

flows has been set to IP TOS value of 10000000

(decimal 128).

sFlow is set for large flow detection by defin-

ing a large flow as a flow consuming 10% of the

link bandwidth for one second as shown in the

table in Fig. 6. Since our testbed is based on

Mininet and according to the table the link speed

given for Mininet is 10Mbit/s, so a threshold of

1Mbit/s (10% of the link bandwidth) has been

defined in our JavaScript control application. This

threshold is set so that any flow that consumes

10% or more of the link bandwidth is recorded as

a large flow.

Fig. 7 shows the part of JavaScript developed

control application which is responsible for flows

detection and marking. sFlow measurements from

the switches are sent to the sFlow-RT real-time

analytics engine. If any flow is greater than the

predefined threshold value then sFlow-RT con-

troller records or detects that flow as a large flow

in real-time, and immediately installing an Open-

Flow rule that matches the flow and instructing

the switch to mark the flow by setting the IP type

of service bits.
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Fig. 7. Flows Detection and Marking Function.

Fig. 8. Linear Topology in Floodlight GUI.

5. LARGE FLOWS DETECTION AND MAR-

KING IN MININET-BASED TESTBED 

In order to show large flows detection and

marking in our Mininet-based testbed, a step-by-

step procedure of the experiment we carried out

is given as follows:

5.1 Configuring sFlow on Each Switch

sFlow Agents in network devices use random

sampling according to the defined sampling rate

and, therefore, can be used to monitor high speed

networks (Gbps speeds and higher) with quantifi-

able accuracy. The sampled data is sent as UDP

packets to the specified host and port where sFlow

collector software computes summary statistics

and possibly display the results graphically.

The following command line is used to configure

sFlow on each virtual switch (OVSes):

sudo ovs-vsctl -- --id=@sflow create sflow agent

=eth0 target=\"CollectorHost:6343\" sampling=10

polling=20 -- -- set bridge br0 sflow=@sflow

where CollectorHost is the host running sFlow-RT

which is a widely used tool to process sFlow pack-

ets received from the network devices. Sampling

rate is set to 10 which mean that among every 10

packets captured by agent, one will be sent to the

collector. A counter polling interval of 20 seconds

has been selected so that link utilization can be ac-

curately tracked. Finally, the virtual switch (OVS)

on which sFlow is configured is br0.

5.2 Starting Floodlight OpenFlow Controller

Virtual switches are configured to use Open-

Flow protocols to communicate with Floodlight

OpenFlow controller. The OpenFlow protocol en-

ables SDN controller running on a server to gather

topology information of a network of virtual

switches and configure the forwarding behavior of

these virtual switches. Fig. 8 shows the deployed

linear network topology in Floodlight GUI.

5.3 Starting sFlow-RT Controller

As mentioned earlier that sFlow-RT enables re-
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al-time visibility into software defined networks.

sFlow-RT sits in the control plane of the SDN

stack. It converts the received datagram into ac-

tionable metrics or summary statistics based on

the flows defined by the user.

Any language that supports HTTP request

messages (Perl, Python, Java, Java script etc.) can

be used to retrieve metrics from sFlow-RT.

sFlow-RT statistics can be retrieved in JSON

format. JSON encoded text based results are easy

to read and widely supported by programming

tools. Following URL is used to retrieve JSON en-

coded metrics from sFlow-RT:

http://server:8008/metric/agents/metrics/json?fil-

ter

where server is the host running sFlow-RT,

agents are semicolon separated list of host ad-

dresses or names, or ALL to include all hosts, met-

rics are comma separated list of metrics to retrieve,

and filter is a filter to further restrict the hosts to

include in the query.

5.4 Executing sFlow-RT's JavaScript-based 

Control Application

The sFlow-RT's control application that we de-

veloped in JavaScript is executed in order to detect

and mark the elephant flows exceeding the thresh-

old value. It is able to detect and mark both UDP

and TCP flows. Several other terms, such as flow

keys, value in bytes, filter, sFlow-RT controller,

and Floodlight OpenFlow controller have also been

defined in this control application. It is pertinent

to mention here that this control application is im-

plemented using node.js which employs asynchro-

nous programming model and is optimized for very

high performance I/O.

5.5 Generating Traffic from Different Hosts

The UDP or TCP traffic is generated by running

iperf between hosts in xterm using the following

command line:

while true; do iperf -c <HostIP> -u -t 40; done

where HostIP means the IP of the host to which

traffic is sent, and ‘u’ shows that the traffic gen-

erated is UDP. TCP traffic can also be generated

by making one host a TCP server and another a

client.

5.6 Visualizing and Analyzing Traffic on sFlow- 

RT Controller GUI

The following URL is used to visualize and ana-

lyze the detected and marked large flows:

http://server:8008/metric/ALL/udp_lf0,udp_

lf1,udp_lf2,udp_lf3,udp_lf4,udp_lf5/html

where server is the host running sFlow-RT, and

udp_lf is the name of the metric or UDP flow gen-

erated between different hosts.

Fig. 9 shows the traffic when only the control

application for large flows detection is enabled,

whereas the control application for marking of

large flows is kept disabled. The flows that ex-

ceeds the predefined threshold value of 1Mbps is

detected as large flow while the flow below this

threshold value is recorded as small flow. Since,

in the scope of this paper, our focus is to detect

and mark large flows generated by the user, it can

been seen from the network topology connected to

our system model shown in Fig. 4 that each OVS

is connected to a single host. The users can gen-

erate traffic from each host targeting other hosts

connected in the topology. For the sake of sim-

plicity, we generated UDP traffic by running iperf

from different hosts. It is obvious from the figure

that the flow named upd_lf0 shown in the light blue

line exceeds the threshold value of 1Mbps and

hence it trends the large unmarked flow seen in

the network. However, the two flows named

upd_lf1, and udp_lf2 shown in golden and moss

green colors respectively are below the threshold
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Fig. 9. Flows Detection.

Fig. 10. Large Flow Marking.

value and hence recorded as small flows.

Fig. 10 shows the traffic when control applica-

tions for both large flow detection and marking are

enabled. As soon as the flow named udp_lf0 shown

in the light blue line exceeds the threshold value,

sFlow-RT immediately detects the large flow and

makes a call to Floodlight's Static Flow Pusher

API to create a rule that matches the IP source

and destination addresses of the large flow with

action to set the IP Type of Service bits to 1000000

(decimal 128). The flow named tos128 shown in the

green line trends the large flow marked, while the

other two small flows have been left unmarked. By

assigning such different classes of service to large

and small flows enables QoS tool like priority

queuing (out of the scope of this paper) to give a

different priority to large and small flows. Without

marking, large flows "Elephants" impact the la-

tency of small flow "Mice".

6. LARGE FLOWS MITIGATION

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is

one of the major use cases of large flow. The at-

tacker uses a command and control network to in-

struct large numbers of systems to send traffic to

a designated target with the objective of over-

whelming the target infrastructure and denying
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Fig. 11. Large Flow Mitigation.

access to legitimate users [11], [12].

Fig. 11 shows a typical DDoS attack, consisting

of traffic levels over 7,000 pakcets per second.

When the controller is disabled, the attack traffic

sustains over 7000 packets per second until the at-

tacker stops sending. When the controller is en-

abled, traffic is stopped the instant it hits the 1,000

packets per second threshold defined in the

application. The control is removed 20 seconds lat-

er and re-triggers if the attacker is still sending

traffic.

In our DDoS mitigation system, the sFlow

measurements from all the virtual switches are

forwarded to the sFlow-RT analytics engine which

offers real-time notification of attacks and targets

to the DDoS mitigation application. The DDoS mit-

igation application instructs the controller which

communicates with the switches to mitigate the

DDoS traffic.

7. CONCLUSION

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is an

emerging architecture that allows network admin-

istrators to automatically and dynamically manage

and control a large number of network devices,

services, topology, traffic paths, and packet han-

dling (Quality of Service) policies using high-level

language and APIs. Since the utilization rate of the

bandwidth has become much more significant,

even a short delay in the detection of large flows

could result in big loss of the overall performance.

In this paper, we exploited QoS in SDN and de-

tected and marked large flows by assigning them

different TOS bits as compared to other flows in

the network. Once detected and marked, the flows

can be re-scheduled quickly which results in an

optimize usage of an overall SDN network. In addi-

tion to that, we showed how sFlow can be used

to rapidly detect DDoS attacks and drive controls

to mitigate their effect. Our detection, marking, and

controlling approach makes the packet handling in

SDN very efficient.
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